Mr Joseph Edison Junior
An old boy from Class of 1988, Joe teaches Physical Education and is the Head of Level for Secondary Two and Advisor for Badminton (CCA). He started out as a teacher for Accounts and English in 1997, at several other schools before joining SJI in 2009.

"Coming to back to SJI feels like how life should be, almost a full circle and giving back to those who gave you before. Every time, I am inspired by the boys and they always surprise me each day with their wit, intelligence and initiative. They push me to keep pushing them and challenging them. The best gift from students to me is knowing that they have done well in life and acknowledge you in the streets no matter where you are. You know you had left an impact on them like they did on you."

Ms Teresa Lim
A class tutor of ML 101, Teresa teaches English as well as Religious and Moral Education. She received the Sword of Honour in her teachers’ intake for the National Cadet Corps. She had taught PE, Geography, Art and English before joining SJI in 1991.

"The very first year I joined our school I realised that the SJI teacher-student relationship is something special when I overheard a conversation between an SJI teacher and her student - Ms Lee Siew Lian offered to lend some money to her student who had lost his wallet. She is one of the many Josephians who inspire me to go the extra mile for others, especially the students under my care."
Ms Fauziah Abdullah
Fauziah teaches Malay in SJI. As a seasoned Mother Tongue teacher who has taught for 21 years, she is the Secondary 4 Level Coordinator, and is also involved in Exchange & Immersion Programmes and school visits. She is also the ICT and Dept IT Database representative for the Malay Language Dept.

"Teaching has shaped a lot of who I am. More often than not, it has made me see the world through my students’ eyes. I really enjoy providing them with opportunities to discover. As such, I truly appreciate the work that I do because it has allowed me to discover my students’ strengths, their hidden talents, passion and drive."

Mr Tang Woh Un
Woh Un teaches Chemistry to JC students enrolled in the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP) at SJI. As the Director of IB, he is also in charge of all curriculum matters relating to the International Baccalaureate and liaises with the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO) to plan and implement the IBDP at SJI.

"Teaching to me is more than just a job; it is a vocation which, in its small ways, makes a difference in the lives of those entrusted in my care. I feel very honoured to be part of the team who started SJI Senior School from ground zero. It was a challenging journey and witnessing the pioneer batch of students graduating successfully was extremely satisfying for me."